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Abstract
This paper introduces the IIM-USTC speech synthesis system
for Blizzard Challenge 2019. The task is to build a speech synthesis system on a 8-hour Chinese male talkshow audio corpus.
The submitted system followed our previous one proposed in
Blizzard Challenge 2018. A hidden Markov model (HMM)based unit selection system was built with improvements in
back-end acoustic modeling. Two models were built for unit
selection, an LSTM-RNN based acoustic model was built and
the hidden layer was adopted as context embedding feature, a
DNN based unit embedding model was built and the unit vector
was adopted as phone unit feature. Evaluation results demonstrated that our system performed at the same level as last year.
Index Terms: Blizzard Challenge 2019, speech synthesis, unit
selection, HMM, LSTM, unit embedding

1. Introduction
Blizzard Challenge was organized annually since 2005 to better understand and compare research techniques in building
corpus-based speech synthesis systems on the same data. During the past thirteen years, unit selection based waveform concatenation approaches and statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) approaches have been the most popular methods.
Benefiting from the direct use of natural speech segments,
unit selection based waveform concatenation systems could
generate speech segments resembling natural speech [1, 2, 3].
The speech quality of unit selection based systems surpass that
of SPSS systems by a large margin. The main deficiencies are
the demands for large speech corpus and expert fine-tuning. On
the other hand, statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS)
methods try to parameterize waveforms and build acoustic models to predict the acoustic features [4, 5, 6]. Then, a vocoder,
such as STRAIGHT [7], is used to reconstruct the speech waveform given the acoustic features. SPSS systems have advantages on flexibility and small footprint, but the speech quality of
SPSS systems is limited by the vocoder. Some approaches have
been proposed to integrate feature extraction with acoustic model training in the hidden Markov model(HMM)[8] based or deep
neural network(DNN) based SPSS systems[9, 10]. Although
these methods could generate waveforms directly, they suffer
from similar problems as in vocoder approaches due to the use
of hidden feature extraction process. Recently, a neural network
based autoregressive model name WaveNet was proposed [11],
and could generate speech waveforms directly. WaveNet outperformed the baseline HMM-based unit selection system[12]
on speech naturalness. However, it demands larger corpus to
train and suffers from low efficiency problem in the point by
point autoregressive generation process.
This year, participants in Blizzard Challenge were asked to
construct speech synthesis systems based on a 8-hour Chinese
male talkshow audio corpus. it is demonstrated that WaveNet-

based system[11] outperformed both the statistical parametric
system[13] and HMM-based unit selection system on a 24.6hour dataset, Therefore, we chose the unit selection based
method for the task as a baseline this year. Several techniques were proposed to improve the performance of the baseline HMM-based unit selection system. A LSTM-RNN based
acoustic model was built and the hidden layer was adopted as
context embedding features for unit selection in the back-end,
an DNN-based unit embeddings model was used to represent
the acoustic characteristics of phone-sized candidate units with
fixed-length vectors. The system was constructed following the
framework of our system for Blizzard Challenge 2017[2] and
Blizzard Challenge 2018[3] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the methods used in our system. Section 3 describes
system building as well as the evaluation results. Conclusion is
given in the end.

2. Method
In our conventional HMM-based unit selection system, the statistical modeling techniques used in the HMM-based parametric
synthesis were introduced in order to incorporate the advantages
of SPSS systems. Although the system robustness can be improved, there are still some problems. First, decision tree is a
simple model that it cannot express complex context dependencies, as well as the long term relationship between consecutive
linguistic frames. This limitation will degrade the unit selection
results. Suboptimal units may be selected for the target context. Second, as only concatenation costs at the boundaries of
candidate units are evaluated, the expressiveness consistency of
the selected unit sequence cannot be guaranteed. Systems built
on high expressiveness corpus, such as the provided audio book
corpus with various style variation, will suffer from instability
problems. In order to alleviate those problems, we proposed
to add context embedding features to guide the unit selection
process last year, which was inspired by [14]. A LSTM-RNN
based acoustic model was used to extract these features in our
system. Deep neural networks have shown superiority over decision trees in dealing with context features[5]. Context feature
dependencies within one frame or between consecutive frames
can be compactly represented by deep neural networks. So the
first problem can be addressed. As deep neural network based
acoustic models can generate stable feature sequence, expressiveness consistency of the selected units is supposed to be improved when the context embedding feature sequence of the target context are used to guide unit selection procedure[2]. In this
work, one more phone-level DNN acoustic models was built to
predict the embedding vectors and are integrated into unit selection criterion[15]. Phone-level models can better capture the
dependencies among consecutive candidate units and are expected to be more appropriate for the unit selection. Therefore,
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Figure 3: The structure of our LSTMP-RNN based acoustic
model with d frames delay.

Figure 1: Flowchart of the Our unit selection system.

a conventional statistical models, a LSTM-RNN based acoustic
model and a DNN based unit embedding model were trained in
the training phase of our system. In synthesis phase, the distance cost of frame and phone-level embedding features was
incorporated to the selection criterion and used to guide unit selection process. Figure 1 illustrates this upgraded framework of
HMM-based unit selection system.
We followed this flowchart and constructed our submitted
system this year. A detailed description of the training and synthesis procedure will be presented as follows.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the Unit2Vec model for learning unit
embeddings.

2.1. Training phase
2.1.1. HMM based statistical models training
We used phone as the basic segment for unit selection. 6 context dependent statistical models considering different features
were estimated. These models included a spectral model, a F0
model, a phone duration model, a concatenating spectral model,
a concatenating F0 model, and a syllable-level F0 model.
The spectral model and F0 model were used to describe
frame-level spectral and F0 distribution respectively. Phone duration model was used to present the distribution of frame num-

bers within a phone. All these three models were estimated under the training framework of the traditional HMM-based statistical parametric speech synthesis system[4], where spectra were
modeled by a continuous probability distribution and F0s were
modeled by a multi-space probability distribution(MSD)[16].
After the spectral and F0 models were obtained, the state and
phone boundary information were generated by using a viterbi
based force alignment algorithm. Then phone duration model was trained using those information. All these three models
were optimized based on ML criterions.
Concatenation models were used to model the distributions
of difference features of spectrum and F0 at the phone boundaries separately. Delta and delta-delta feature vectors of spectra
and F0s were used for model training. In addition, a syllablelevel F0 model, which were trained using F0 features extracted
from the vowels of two adjacent syllables, was used to capture
the long term prosody dependency in F0s. The alignment information generated above was used to extract those features for
concatenation models training.
During the training process, decision tree based model clustering technique was applied to cope with the data-sparsity
problems. And the minimum description length(MDL) based
model clustering was utilized to control the size of decision
trees[17].
2.1.2. LSTM-RNN based acoustic model training
In [14], a DNN based acoustic model was used for context embedding feature extraction. As DNNs deal with each frame independently, correlations between consecutive linguistic frames
can not be modeled. LSTM-RNN is a kind of RNN models, the
structure of which is specially designed that it can capture the
long-term dependencies in sequential data[18]. The superiorities of LSTM-RNN for acoustic modeling have been demonstrated in [6]. Therefore, we proposed to use LSTM-RNN based
acoustic model for context embedding feature extraction.
Despite the conventional phone-level and frame-level linguistic features used for neural network based acoustic model
training, dialogue mark and sentence type label were also used
in our system in order to enrich the input linguistic features for
prosody modeling. Dialogue mark was determined based on the
fact that whether the current phoneme was in a dialogue. Sentence type was determined based on the punctuation in the raw
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Figure 4: Boxplot of naturalness scores of each submitted system for all listeners.

Figure 5: Boxplot of similarity scores of each submitted system
for all listeners.

text. The embedding vectors of those features were added as
part of the input vector for LSTM-RNN based acoustic model
training.

Supposing N phonemes are included in the text to be synthesized and the context feature sequence is C. The optimal
phone unit sequence U = {u1 , u2 , ..., uN } is searched out
from the pre-stored database by maximizing the criterion below:

2.1.3. DNN based unit embedding model
A DNN named Unit2Vec is designed to learn a fixed-length vector for each phone unit in the corpus for unit selection from
scratch[15]. The flowchart of the Unit2Vec model is shown in
Fig. 2.
The dimension of the unit embedding matrix is R × D,
where R is the total number of candidates in the corpus and D
is the length of the embedding vector for each candidate. All
unit vectors are stored in the weight of the embedding layer as
an embedding matrix. Given a row index, we can extract corresponding unit vector from the matrix. The phone boundaries in
the corpus are given by HMM-based force-alignment. For each
frame in the corpus, a unit vector is determined by selecting the
row index of the embedding matrix corresponding to the phone
unit that the frame belongs to. Then the unit vector is concatenated with frame position information to predict the acoustic
features (i.e., MCCs and F0s) of this frame. The unit embedding
matrix is learnt by minimizing the mean square error (MSE) between the predicted and the natural acoustic features. Shuffling
the frame-level training data is necessary, which makes the data
corresponding to a same unit randomly distribute in the training set and helps to improve the estimation of unit vectors. The
learnt unit vector of each phone unit is expected to describe the
overall acoustic characteristics of the unit, which will be further
modeled to derive the cost functions for unit selection.
2.2. Synthesis phase
2.2.1. Unit selection considering context embedding features
Distance between context embedding features of the target context and context of candidate units was used to guide unit selection process in the synthesis phase.

U ∗ = arg min
U

6
X

ωm [logP (X(U , m)|C, λm )

m=1

− ωKLD Dm (C(U ), C)]
− ωce De (H(C(U ), H(C))
− ωcu Du (V (C(U ), V (C)),

(1)

where {λm }6m=1 are the HMM-based acoustic statistical models obtained in the training stage, X(U , m) denotes the acoustic features extracted from the m-th model corresponding to
the candidate unit sequence U , and C(U ) denotes the context
feature sequence of the candidate unit sequence U , P (·) and
Dm (·) represent the likelihood and KLD calculation functions
separately, ωm and ωKLD are the weight coefficients for the mth model and the KLD component in the criterion, which need
to be manually tuned. Besides, H(C) and H(C(U )) are the
frame level context embedding feature sequence of C and that
of context feature sequence C(U ), De denotes the Euclidean
distance between the two context embedding feature sequences,
ωce is the tunable weight coefficient of this component. Phonelevel linear interpolation was applied to normalize the lengths of phone units with duration. V (C) and V (C(U )) are the
phone level unit embedding feature sequence of C and that of
unit feature sequence C(U ), De denotes the Euclidean distance
between the two context embedding feature sequences, ωcu is
the tunable weight coefficient of phone level component. Dynamic programming(DP) algorithm was used to search the optimal sequence out. Before that, a KLD-based unit pre-selection
method[1] was used in order to reduce computational complexity.
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Figure 6: Pinyin (without tone) Error Rate (Paid Listeners).

2.2.2. Waveform concatenation
After the optimal unit sequence was searched out, the corresponding waveforms of these units were concatenated. The
cross-fade technique[19] was used in order to smooth the phase
discontinuity at the concatenation points of unit boundaries.

3. System Building and Evaluations
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P
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Figure 7: Pinyin (with tone) Error Rate (Paid Listeners).

3.2. Evaluation results
We present the listening tests results of our system in Blizzard
Challenge 2019. 25 systems, including 1 benchmarks and 24
submitted systems, plus the natural speech were evaluated. The
identifiers for the benchmark systems and our system are:
• A: Natural speech
• B: Benchmark merlin
• M: USTC-iflytek system

3.1. System building
3.1.1. Database annotation and text analysis
We used the iFLYTEK Chinese text analysis tool to get the
Pinyin transcriptions of the texts in the provided dataset. The
focus, POS and phrase boundary were predicted using the same
method.
3.1.2. Statistical models training
Recurrent layer with long short-term memory projected(LSTMP) architecture[20] was used in our network with the
aim to reduce computational cost. The network structure of
LSTM-RNN based acoustic model included 1 feed-forward layer, 3 LSTMP layers and 1 linear output layer. As shown in figure
3, the time delay strategy was used in this model. So that the extracted context embedding features can integrate the linguistic
information in both past and future. In our system, time delay
d is set to 10 frames. A mini-batch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm was adopted for model optimization. After
some informal comparison listening tests, we chose the output
of the second hidden layer as the context embedding vector at
last.
Acoustic features extracted from 16kHz waveforms were
used for all statistical models training and unit selection. 24kHz
waveforms were generated at last by concatenating waveform
segments corresponding to the optimal candidate unit sequence.

• Z: Our system
3.2.1. Naturalness test
Figure 4 shows the boxplot of evaluation results of all systems on naturalness. The results indicate that our system ranked
fourth in the naturalness test, and the mean opinion scores is
4.0 of our system. Besides, Wilcoxon signed rank tests show
that the difference between our system and the best system M
on naturalness is significant, and we confirm that system M is
a parametric speech synthesis system. This is the first time that
parametric speech synthesis system performs better than best
unit selection system at Blizzard Challenge Naturalness test in
recent years.
3.2.2. Similarity test
The boxplot of similarity evaluation results is presented in figure 5. Our system achieves the equal highest speaker similarity
among all the submitted systems, the mean opinion scores is
3.9. Our system ranked second in the similarity test. The difference between our system and the best system M on naturalness
is not significant. This proves that the unit selection system still
has advantages in similarity test.
3.2.3. Intelligibility test
The pinyin error rates(PER) of all participant systems are presented in figure 6. The pinyin with Tone error rates(PTER) of

all participant systems are presented in figure 7. When evaluated by all listeners, the PER of our system is 12.4%. Our system
ranked 10th in the intelligibility test. This proves that the unit
selection system is not superior in intelligibility test, especially
in the talk-show audio copus.

4. Conclusions
We submitted an unit selection system this year. The system
was constructed following the previous framework we developed for Blizzard Challenge 2018, and a new DNN based unit embedding model was used in this year. Three techniques
were proposed to improve the performance of HMM-based unit
selection system. These techniques were: 1)the context embedding features extracted from a LSTM-RNN based acoustic
model were used to improve the unit selection results; 2)Frame
level and phone level embedding vectors were included in the
linguistic features for LSTM-RNN based acoustic model and
DNN based unit embedding model training in order to enrich
the expressiveness of synthetic speech. Evaluation results in
Blizzard Challenge 2019 demonstrated our system is performing at the same level as last year, but there are other systems that
perform better.
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